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In the present paper we determine all the elements in the root lattices of
symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebras whose reflections preserve the root systems.
Also we discuss elements in the root lattices whose reflections preserve the root
lattices. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .nAn integral matrix A s a is called a generalized Cartan matrixi j i js1
 .GCM if
 .C1 a s 2, i s 1, 2, . . . , n,i i
 .C2 a F 0 if i / j,i j
 .C3 a s 0 « a s 0.i j ji
In this paper we always assume that GCMs are symmetrizable.
 .Let g A s H [  g be the Kac]Moody algebra associated witha g D a
 w x.  .A cf. 3 , where H is a Cartan subalgebra of g A , D is the root system of
 .  .g A . Denote a basis of simple roots of g A with respect to H by
 4 nP s a , a , . . . , a , the lattice of roots by Q s  Za . Set Q s1 2 n is1 i q
n  . Z a . Denote the Weyl group of g A by W, which is generated byis1 q i
the fundamental reflections r , r , . . . , r . It is well known that there is a1 2 n
 < .W-invariant symmetric bilinear form ? ? in H*, so also in Q.
 .  .Let Aut Q be the automorphism group of the root lattice Q, O Q be
 .   . <  . <  ..the othogonal group of Q, i.e,. O Q s s g Aut Q s a s b s
 < . 4  .a b , ;a , b g Q . About the orthogonal groups O Q , there are some
 w x. w xresults cf. 4]8 . In 1 Bennett determined all imaginary roots whose
reflections preserve the root systems.
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In order to get a better understanding about the Weyl groups, the root
systems, and the orthogonal groups of Kac]Moody algebras in the present
paper we determine all the elements in the root lattices of symmetrizable
Kac]Moody algebras whose reflections preserve the root systems. Also we
discuss those whose reflections preserve the root lattices.
2. REFLECTIONS PRESERVING THE ROOT SYSTEMS
First we list some known results very useful to us below.
 w x.THEOREM 1 cf. 2, Section 13, Example 5 . Let A be a GCM. Then
 .y1 g W if and only if A is A , B , C , D n e¨en , E , E , F , or G .1 n n n 7 8 4 2
 < .For each a g H*, a a / 0, we can define the reflection r of a asa
<2 a l .
r l s l y a , ;l g H*. .a <a a .
 w x.DEFINITION 1 cf. 1 . An imaginary root a is called a special imagi-
 < .  .nary root if a a / 0 and r D s D.a
 w x.THEOREM 2 cf. 1 . Let A be an n = n indecomposable GCM of
 .indefinite type with associated Kac}Moody algebra g A . If s is a permuta-
 4 tion of 1, 2, . . . , n fixing n and A where s acts on A by permuting rows and
. columns , and if in addition A the submatrix of A obtained by remo¨ing then.
. <nth row and column is of finite type with s equal to the1, 2, . . . , ny14
 4 permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 induced by yw the longest element of0
.the Weyl group associated to A , then there exists a special imaginary root an.
 .of g A such that r s ys w .a 0
The special imaginary root mentioned in Theorem 2 is called type 1.
 w x.THEOREM 3 cf. 1 . Let A be an n = n indecomposable GCM of
 .indefinite type with associated Kac]Moody algebra g A , D be the Dynkin
 4diagram of A, and the subdiagram D9 of D generated by 1, 2, . . . , n y 2 be
of finite type. Suppose w is the longest element of the Weyl group associated0
to D9. If the diagram automorphism s s yw of D9 can be extended to a0
diagram automorphism s of D interchanging n y 1 and n, then there exists aÄ
 .special imaginary root a of g A such that r s ys w .Äa 0
The special imaginary root mentioned in Theorem 3 is called type 2.
 w x.THEOREM 3a cf. 1 . If a is a positi¨ e imaginary root of the Kac]Moody
 .algebra g A , then a is W-equi¨ alent to a special imaginary root of type 1 or
of type 2.
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n  .We call a s  k a g Q primitive if k , k , . . . , k s 1. It is clearis1 i i 1 2 n
that there are finitely many primitive special imaginary roots in yC k for
 .any Kac]Moody algebra g A .
Now we start discussing reflections preserving the root system for a
 .Kac]Moody algebra g A .
 < .THEOREM 4. Let a g Q be primiti¨ e, and a a / 0. Then r g W ifa
and only if a g Dr e.
Proof. ``¥.'' Obvious.
 .``« .'' We prove the theorem by induction on the length l r of r . Wea a
 .know that l r is odd.a
 . r eIf l r s 1, we know that r s r . So a s "a g D .a a i i1 1
 .  .Suppose that a g D if l r - s. Now we consider the case that l r s sa a
and s G 3. Let r s r r ??? r be a reduced expression of r . Becausea i i i a1 2 s
r s ry1, i.e.,a a
r s r r ??? r s r r ??? r ,a i i i i i i1 2 s s sy1 1
r r ??? r r is not reduced. There exists 1 F k F s such that r r ??? r r si i i i i i i i1 2 s 1 1 2 s 1Ãr r ??? r ??? r , where the means to delete this element.Ãi i i i1 2 k s
If k / 1, we get r s r r ??? r r . So r s r ??? r . It is easy toa i i i i r a . i i1 2 sy1 1 i 2 sy11
 .  .see that l r F s y 2. By the inductive hypothesis on l r we getr a . r a .i i1 1 . r e r ethat r a g D . So a g D .i1
If k s 1, we know that r s r r ??? r s r ??? r r . So r r s r r , i.e.,a i i i i i i a i i a1 2 s 2 s 1 1 1
 .  . r er s r . Then r a s "a . For r a s ya we get a s a g D . Forr a . a i i ii 1 1 11
 . r er a s a we consider r s r ??? r r instead. Similarly we get a g Di a i i i1 2 s 1
 . r e  .or r a s a . Using this method we can get that a g D or r a s a fori i2 j
r e  .all j s 1, 2, . . . , s. If a g D , the theorem is proved. If r a s a for alli j
 .  .j s 1, 2, . . . , s, we get ya s r a s r r ??? r a s a . This is impossi-a i i i1 2 s
ble. Therefore we get the theorem.
n  < .THEOREM 5. Let a s  k a g Q _ D be primiti¨ e, and a a / 0.is1 i i
Then r D s D if and only if a is W-equi¨ alent to a y a where thea i j
 .permutation of i and j in the Dynkin diagram D A is a diagram automor-
 .phism of D A .
Proof. ``¥.'' We assume that a s a y a where the permutation of1 2
 .1 and 2 in the Dynkin diagram D A is a diagram automorphism of
 .  < .  < .D A . So a a s a a , i.e., a s a . And for any k / 1 or 2,1 1 2 2 12 21
 < .  < .  < .we have a s a , a s a . Then a a s 2 a a y 2 a a s1k 2 k k1 k 2 1 1 1 2
 < .  < .  < .2 a a ) 0 and a a s 2 a a . W e also obtain that1 2
 < .  < .  < .  .a a s a a y a a s 0. Therefore r a s a if k / 1, 2,k 1 k 2 k a k k
 .  .r a s a , r a s a . Hence r P s P, i.e., r D s D.a 1 2 a 2 1 a a
0  . 0``« .'' Set Q s Q _ Q j Q . If Wa l Q s B we know that a g D,q y
a contradiction. So Wa l Q0 / B. By the action of W we can assume
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0  4that a g Q and a s  k a y  k a , where I, J ; 1, 2, . . . , n ,ig I i i jg J j j
 < .I l J s B, I / B, J / B, and I j J s supp a . If a a / 0 for somep
 .   < . < ..p f I j J, we get r a s a y 2 a a ra a a f D. This is impos-a p p p
 < . < <  < .sible. So a a s 0 for all p f I j J. If I ) 1, we get a a s 0 for allp i
< <  < . < < < <i g I. If J ) 1, we get a a s 0 for all j g J. If I ) 1, J ) 1, we getj
 < . < < < < < <a a s 0, a contradiction. So we must have I s 1 or J s 1. If I s 1,
< <  < .J ) 1, we can assume that a s k a y  k a . So a a s1 1 jg J j j
 < .  .   < .  < .. .a a ) 0. By r a s a y 2 a a r a a k a y  k a g D1 a 1 1 1 1 1 jg J j j
 < .  < .we get 2k a a r a a s 1. Therefore1 1
a , p / 1,¡ p
~ 1r a s .a p k a , p s 1. j j¢k1 jgJ
  .  .  .4It is easy to see that r a , r a , . . . , r a is a linearly dependent set.a 1 a 2 a n
< < < <This is contrary to r D s D. So it is impossible that I s 1, J ) 1.a
< < < < < < < <Similarly, it is impossible that I ) 1, J s 1. Then I s J s 1. We write
 .   < . < ..a s k a y k a . So r a s a y 2 a a ra a k a y k a g D.1 1 2 2 a 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
 < .  < .  < .  < .Then we get 2k a a r a a s 1 and 2k a a r a a s 1. Therefore1 1 2 1
k s k s 1. We get1 2
a , p / 1, 2¡ p~a , p s 1,r a s . 2a p ¢a , p s 2.1
 .Hence r is the diagram automorphism of D A interchanging 1 and 2a
and fixing the other vertices.
Now we can get the following corollary from Theorems 2, 3, 4, and 5.
 < .COROLLARY 1. Let a g Q be primiti¨ e, and a a / 0. Then r D s Da
 . r e  .if and only if one of the following conditions holds: a a g D . b a is a
 .special imaginary root. c a is W-equi¨ alent to a y a where the permuta-i j
 .tion of i and j in the Dynkin diagram D A is a diagram automorphism of
 .D A .
3. REFLECTIONS PRESERVING THE ROOT LATTICES
n  < .THEOREM 6. Let a s  k a g Q be primiti¨ e, and a a / 0. Thenis1 i i
 < .  < .r Q s Q if and only if 2 a a r a a g Z for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n.a i
 .Proof. By investigating r a g Q for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n, we can easilya i
get the theorem.
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It is not as easy to determine all reflections preserving the root lattices
as it is to determine all reflections preserving the root systems. But we
have some results as follows.
n im  < .THEOREM 7. Let a s  k a g D , and a a / 0. Then r Q s Qis1 i i q a
if and only if a is a special imaginary root of the Kac]Moody algebra
 < .  < .corresponding to supp a and 2 a a r a a g Z for all i f supp a .i
Proof. By the action of W we may assume that a g yC k. Denote
supp a by I, the submatrix of A corresponding to I by A , and theI
 < .subdiagram of D by D . Set a a s yx . We know x G 0. SoI i i i
 .2 x r k x g Z, for all j s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then at most two x i g I arej ig I i i i
not zero.
 .If only one x i g I is not zero, we may assume x ) 0. If k s 2 wei 1 1
get that the dimension of r Q is n y 1. This is a contradiction. So k s 1,a 1
n  . n  .i.e., a s a q  k a . Then r a s ya y  2k a , r a s ya1 is2 i i a 1 1 is2 i i a i i
 4  < .for i g I _ 1 . Because 2a a ) 0, we know 2a y a g D. But 2a y a1 1 1
n  .   . < 4s a q  2k a . So r a is a real root. Therefore r a i g I is1 is2 i i a 1 a i
 .  .also a root basis of g A . Hence a is a special imaginary root of g A .I I
 .If two of x i g I are not zero, we may assume x ) 0, x ) 0. Soi 1 2
 .  4  .k s k s 1. Further r a s a for i g I _ 1, 2 , r a s ya y1 2 a i i a 1 1
n  . n  < . 2k a , r a s ya y  2k a . Because 2a a ) 0, we knowis2 i i a 2 2 i/ 2 i i 1
n  < .2a y a g D. But 2a y a s a q  2k a . Because 2a a ) 0, we1 1 1 is2 i i 1
n  .know 2a y a g D. But 2a y a s a q  2k a . So r a is a real1 1 1 is2 i i a 1
 .   . < 4root. Similarly r a is a real root. Therefore r a i g I is also a roota 2 a i
 .  .basis of g A . Hence a is a special imaginary root of g A .I I
im  < .COROLLARY 2. Let A be of hyperbolic type, a g D , and a a / 0.q
Then r Q s Q if and only if a is a special imaginary root.a
EXAMPLE 1. Let
2 y1 0 0
y3 2 y3 0A s .
0 y1 2 y1 0
0 0 y1 2
We know that D is ` ± `}² `}`. In H* we have a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form:
< < < <a a s a a s a a s 6, a a s 2 .  .  .  .1 1 4 4 3 3 2 2
< < < <a a s a a s a a s 0, a a s y3, .  .  .  .1 3 1 4 2 4 1 2
< <a a s y1, a a s y3. .  .3 4 2 3
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 .From Theorems 1, 2, and 3, we can easily get the only special imaginary
root in yC k: b s 6a q 12a q 2a q a .1 1 2 3 4
For
2 y1 0
A s ,y3 2 y34.  /0 y1 2
from Theorem 1, 2, 3, we can easily get the two special imaginary roots in
yC k: b s a q 3a q a , b s a q 2a q a . By Theorem 7 we can2 1 2 3 3 1 2 3
 < .  < .  < .  < .check that 2 b a r b b g Z, 2 b a r b b f Z. Therefore the2 4 2 2 3 4 3 3
only imaginary roots in yC k whose reflections preserve the root lattice
are b and b .1 2
EXAMPLE 2. Let
2 ya 0
A s , a ) 5.y1 2 y1 /0 y1 2
 .5, 1
We know that D is ` ¤ `}`. In H* we have a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form:
< < <a a s 2, a a s a a s 2 a, .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3
< < <a a s 0, a a s a a s ya. .  .  .1 3 1 2 2 3
2 ya .For A s , from Theorems 1, 2, and 3, we can easily get the two3. y1 2
special imaginary roots in yC k: b s 2a q a , b s 5a q 2a . By1 1 2 2 1 2
Theorem 7 we can check that r And r do not preserve Q. So the onlyb b1 2
imaginary root in yC k whose reflection preserves Q is b s aa q 2a1 2
q a .3
EXAMPLE 3. Let A s A1.. Then the only elements in Q whose reflec-1
tions preserve Q are those mentioned in Theorems 4 and 5.
THEOREM 8. Let a s n k a be a sum of positi¨ e imaginary roots,is1 i i
 < .and a a / 0. Then r Q s Q if and only if a s b q b q ??? qb wherea 1 2 s
im  k.b g D l yC , there are no edges connecting any two of supp b in D,i i
 < .  < .2 a a r a a g Z for all i f suppa , and one of the following conditionsi
 .holds: a b is a special imaginary root of the Kac]Moody algebra corre-1
 .sponding to supp b and the other b are null roots. b b , b are special1 i 1 2
imaginary roots of type 1 of the Kac]Moody algebras corresponding to
supp b and supp b , and the other b are null roots.1 2 i
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 7. We
omit the details.
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From the above theorems and examples, we see that for some
Kac]Moody algebras there are elements in Q not mentioned in Theorems
5, 7, and 8 whose reflections preserve Q. It seems difficult to determine all
of them.
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